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Mission and Vision 

VISTAS Lifelong Learning, Inc., a nonprofit membership organization, provides adults in the 

Santa Barbara area with opportunities for continued learning through in-depth study in the 

areas of art, cinema, history, literature, philosophy, science, public policy, and more.  

VISTAS seminars are for people who appreciate the relevance of our cultural heritage, like to 

think creatively, want to seek knowledge for its own sake, have the time to pursue these 

interests, and enjoy meeting like-minded people. 

VISTAS is a self-governing, peer-led learning organization whose members organize seminars, 

lectures, and social events. We are one of the few lifelong learning groups in the country 

unaffiliated with a university or college.  

 

Instructors and Seminar Leaders 

The first thing to emphasize to potential course presenters is the sheer pleasure of learning and 

mastering a subject proficiently enough to speak to a group of others about it. Those who do this 

routinely already know the feeling, but we encourage those who haven’t done so yet to try a 

single presentation of a half hour or an hour or even a whole course of one, two, or three sessions. 

Almost everyone who has done it enjoys a strong sense of accomplishment. 

Instructors and seminar leaders are volunteers who subscribe to the mission and share the 

vision of our organization, designing and leading courses that promote the sharing of ideas and 

knowledge among all participants. Instructors choose topics for their courses, prepare lesson 

plans, select texts and allied teaching materials, and encourage participants to examine and 

discuss the issues that arise in the course sessions. Courses may be led by single instructors, or 

multiple speakers may contribute.  

Instructors should aim to come to each course session well prepared, enthusiastic, and primed 

to anticipate the many questions and comments that bubble up when intellectually curious 

people exchange ideas. 

 

Courses 

There is no unitary structure for a VISTAS course. Some presentations involve analyses of 

literature or the arts, others are self-reflective, still others provide historical or scientific 

information or impart some other knowledge. Enrollees may be asked to engage in discussions, 

do some supplemental reading, write a few pages, or any combination of these and other 

learning experiences.  

Courses typically range from one to four weekly sessions, although some are lengthier. Any one 

session should encompass enough material or discussion to fill a time block of 2.5 hours, which 

will include time for questions during or after the presentation as well as a 20-minute coffee 

break midway through. Classes typically run from 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon or from 1:00 to 3:30 

p.m., the same day each week, and are usually held at a local church, a local retirement 

community, or other suitable meeting venue in the greater Santa Barbara area.  
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We occasionally offer small study groups that limit enrollment to about 15 students, possibly 

meeting at a private home. Most VISTAS courses are larger, with forty to sixty participants on 

average, although our most popular courses may have a hundred or more enrollees.  

 

I. Before Your Course Begins 
 

A. Proposing a course 

Our annual program of courses usually begins in September and runs through May or June. 

We don’t have terms or semesters/quarters. Those who wish to propose a course may find it 

useful to consider what has been done in the past by visiting the PAST COURSES page (located 

under the COURSES tab) on our website.  

We have a course proposal form that is available online (see “Seminar Proposal Form” in the 

BECOME A PRESENTER section under the COURSES tab) or from any member of the VISTAS 

curriculum committee. Information to be provided on the proposal form includes the course 

title, number of sessions, a brief description of the topic and proposed presentation, and some 

information about the presenter(s). Proposals are shared with the members of the curriculum 

committee for their thoughts before final approval by the curriculum committee chair.  
 

B. Planning the course sessions 

Presenters are advised to think about the course in terms of its aims and goals and how these 

can be accomplished in the given number of sessions. They should allow time for questions and 

discussion and may also consider alternative ways to deliver the material, such as debates, a 

panel of VISTAS members who know about a particular issue, or other models, in addition to 

lecturing and taking questions. The most exciting VISTAS courses are usually those that combine 

some lecturing with discussions and give-and-take among members.  

 

C. Course catalogs 

VISTAS course catalogs are prepared and distributed twice each year. Our fall catalog covers 

courses presented between early September and mid-December and goes to press in late July; 

our winter/spring catalog covers courses presented between early January and mid-June and 

goes to press in early December. Presenters must commit to a time and day for their course and 

provide a brief course description before the press date if their course is to be included in the 

catalog. (See the document titled “Preparing Copy for Catalogs and Flyers” in the BECOME A 

PRESENTER section under the COURSES tab on our website.) Occasionally, courses are finalized 

after our catalog printing deadline and must therefore be omitted, but promotional flyers are 

created and distributed in advance of every course whether or not it appears in our catalog. 
 

D. Class liaisons 

All VISTAS classes, except those led by a member of the board or curriculum committee, have a 

liaison appointed from the curriculum committee to assist the instructor or coordinator with 

course details. These include technical questions involving computers, facilities, and audio-
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visual equipment in addition to establishing when the coffee break falls, how much copying 

VISTAS will pay for, and other issues. The course liaison generally will offer to familiarize the 

instructor with the venue in advance of the class. See the APPENDIX to this handbook for a list of 

course liaison responsibilities.  
 

E. Course outline and/or welcome letter 

Most VISTAS courses don’t have a full syllabus along the lines of what is done in colleges and 

universities, but a shortened version, consisting of an outline or list of topics for each week, 

along with some suggested readings, may be useful. This can be emailed to all course enrollees 

in advance (the VISTAS business manager will do this for you) or distributed at the first class. A 

“welcome” letter saying something about the presenter and the course topic is also a nice touch. 
 

F. Facilities and parking 

Some of our venues offer the option of arranging chairs in a circle, which would be 

advantageous if the course is a discussion group. As mentioned above, course presenters 

generally are offered an opportunity to see the chosen venue in advance so that they may 

familiarize themselves with the layout of the room, test the available audio/visual equipment, 

and verify Internet access, if needed.  

If there are special parking instructions for a particular venue, course participants will be 

notified in advance. 
 

G. Macintosh vs. Windows 

We won’t rehash the debate but just say that our machine is a Windows laptop, and that those 

with other formats should ensure that their presentation format is compatible with our 

equipment by trying it out before the actual day of the presentation. We have accumulated 

connecting cables for some, but not all, Macs.  

 

H. Audio/visual aids 

VISTAS can provide a computer and projector, as well as a screen if needed. We also have a mike 

and speakers. Programs in the Microsoft Office package (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), as well as 

Adobe Acrobat and various web browsers, are available on the VISTAS computer. 

Instructors who are planning to embed videos into their PowerPoint programs should use one 

of two methods: 

(1) Ensure that the program will run on your own laptop, and then use that laptop in your 

actual class by connecting it to our projector, or 

(2) Keep the URLs for the videos you wish to show separate from your PowerPoint 

presentation on your computer and then access them via the Internet and wireless 

networks in class. 

Do NOT do the following: embed the videos in your PowerPoint program and then expect 

that the PowerPoint copied to your flash drive will work on our computer; frequently it will 
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not, for a variety of reasons. Use method (1) or (2) above. In any event, it always pays to try 

out the program in advance. Contact the business manager or your course liaison to arrange 

for further technical assistance.  
 

I. Reproduction of course materials  

VISTAS will reimburse reasonable copying expenses in connection with your course, but you 

need to clear these with your liaison, who in turn will request authorization for the expenditure. 

On occasion, course handouts may be emailed in advance to all those registered for a course so 

that they may review them and print out their own copies at home.  

 

J. Library resources 

In addition to the Santa Barbara and Goleta public libraries, Santa Barbara has other excellent 

academic library resources, including UCSB, SBCC, and Westmont. Anyone can use the UCSB 

library, but to check out books, you have to be a member of the UCSB Affiliates or purchase a 

community card. In addition, parking at UCSB requires purchasing a parking permit. SBCC and 

Westmont have their own regulations. There are also several specialized libraries in our 

community. The Karpeles Manuscript Library is the world’s largest private collection of 

manuscripts and documents. The Gledhill Library at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural 

History includes collections on the history of Santa Barbara County, California history, and the 

history of the American West. The Sahyun Genealogical Library at the Santa Barbara County 

Genealogical Society is a non-lending research library open to the public. 

 

K. Presenter membership in VISTAS 

Any seminar presenter, co-presenter, or coordinator who is not already a VISTAS member is 

offered complimentary VISTAS membership for at least one full calendar year, starting on July 1 

prior to their presentation and ending on June 30 of the second calendar year following their 

presentation. More information on this policy and the presenter membership form are available 

online (“Presenter Policies and Membership Form” in the BECOME A PRESENTER section under 

the COURSES tab on our website). The course liaison should provide that form to each presenter 

and ask that they complete and submit it, as indicated on the form. It is necessary for all 

presenters to be entered in our membership rolls so that they receive important information in a 

timely manner. We strongly encourage all new presenters to attend at least one other VISTAS 

seminar before their own presentation, in order to become better acquainted both with our 

practices and with our membership. 
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II. During the Course 
 

A. Classroom procedures 

Many instructors begin each class with a brief summary of the previous class and end it with an 

overview of the session and preview of the next session. You could also begin each class by 

answering questions from the last class that may have required some additional research.  

Any handouts made available for a particular class should be brought to all sessions so that 

anyone who missed a session can receive them.  

You can invite anyone who has difficulty hearing to sit in the front (although some of our rooms 

are equipped with devices that will synchronize with hearing aids). 

 

B. Classroom dynamics 

Maintaining a warm and friendly atmosphere and an informal tone in the class seems to work 

well with the VISTAS audience. You may provide ground rules at the outset — for example, 

announcing whether you want to take questions during the session or after, encouraging 

everyone to contribute, or indicating whether class members should raise their hands to be 

called on. If you want only brief comments, let this be known too, although this usually isn’t an 

issue in VISTAS classes. A light touch here is usually more than sufficient.  

Don’t worry if you don’t know the answer to every question. Jot it down or have someone else 

do so, and then you can discuss it at the next class or, if it happens during the last class, send an 

email to all class members later if you have further information to share. Some of the most 

interesting interchanges happen during the next session when you offer an answer and perhaps 

some members who have thought about the issue offer their opinions.  

Our policy is that everyone who wishes to should take part in discussions. However, some 

participants come primarily to listen, so you should not pressure anyone to speak. Sometimes, 

of course, there are people who wish to monopolize the discussion. If your presentation of the 

ground rules has not sufficiently registered with them, you can speak with them individually, 

or your liaison from the curriculum committee can do so. If the problem persists, you have the 

backup of the VISTAS leadership and office staff in this matter.  

 

C. Course session breaks 

VISTAS audiences expect a coffee break at each session after about an hour to an hour and a 

quarter. The break should last about 20 minutes so that there is time for socializing and 

discussion. For most classes, we supply refreshments such as cookies as well as coffee and tea.  

 

D. Name tags 

Because VISTAS is a social as well as academic organization, class attendees are encouraged to 

meet others and engage them in conversation. To that end, VISTAS members are asked to wear 

their name tags to all events they attend. Anyone who doesn’t have one may request it from the 

business manager.  
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E. Cancelling a class session 

In the rare event that a course presenter falls ill or otherwise cannot proceed with a single 

session or the entire course, the business manager and course liaison must be informed 

immediately so that the students and venue managers can be notified as quickly as possible.  
 

F. Group courses 

VISTAS encourages group presentations and study groups. The most successful of these meet 

monthly or semi-monthly for six months to a year before the presentation to a larger audience. 

In any case, when groups involve those who have not made presentations or taught before, a 

minimum of two practice sessions should be scheduled before the larger class. PowerPoint 

presentations must be produced in advance, with time for practice with the remote and 

computer. Course organizers should be prepared with backup presenters or alternate 

presentations in case of illness. 
 

G. Some nuts-and-bolts advice from previous instructors 

 Take off your watch and lay it down on the lectern rather than leave it on your wrist and 

then visibly check the time. 

 Print your notes in 14 or 16 point type, or a larger font, so that they will be easy to read if 

you need to refer to them. Turning the page is much easier than squinting. 

 Don’t make an issue of mistakes or flub-ups. They happen. Just keep calm and carry on. 

 You should silence your own cell phone before the class starts, and you may ask class 

participants to do the same. 

 Be prepared with a quip or two; people like the release of a laugh. 

 

H. Recruiting other instructors 

We are always seeking new instructors. If you think that someone in your course might be a 

good presenter, feel free to suggest that they propose a course. Potential presenters need not be 

established experts in any particular field; many of the best instructors simply got interested in 

a particular topic and developed their knowledge over time. Feel free to recommend any 

potential presenters to the VISTAS business manager, the chair of the curriculum committee, or 

any curriculum committee member.  

 

I. Soliciting for organizations 

We don’t allow soliciting for outside organizations at VISTAS classes. We have from time to 

time, on a case-by-case basis, allowed instructors to sell their own books. Permission to do so 

must come from the curriculum committee; you should let them know when you propose your 

course that selling books is an element of the course sessions.  
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APPENDIX: Responsibilities of Course Liaisons 
 

The VISTAS Curriculum Committee appoints a liaison for each new course that is being 

considered. (If the presenter or coordinator of the course is also a member of the Curriculum 

Committee or VISTAS Board, a liaison is not required.) The responsibilities of the liaison are as 

follows. 

1. The liaison serves as the principal contact person for the presenter/coordinator for all 

aspects of the course. The liaison reports back to the Curriculum Committee on the status of 

the course in development and also keeps the Curriculum Committee and Business 

Manager informed about any expenses incurred in connection with the presentation.  

2. The liaison provides a copy of the Seminar Proposal Form to the presenter and then 

presents the completed form to the Curriculum Committee for its approval. 

3. The liaison also provides a copy of the Instructor’s Handbook and reviews it with the 

presenter to determine what issues the presenter expects may arise. 

4. The liaison works with the presenter to develop a timeline for the development and 

promotion of the class. First, the liaison makes arrangements with the Curriculum 

Committee chair or co-chair and Venues coordinator to select appropriate dates and venue 

for the course.  

5. The liaison is also responsible for providing the form titled Preparing Copy for Catalogs 

and Flyers to the presenter/coordinator and ensuring that appropriate descriptive text and 

photos are submitted to the Catalog Editor in a timely manner, as specified in that 

document. 

6. The liaison will provide the presenter with the document titled Presenters Policy and 

Membership Form and see that the membership form is fully filled out and returned to the 

VISTAS Business Manager.  

7. The liaison will work with the presenter in arranging for one or more practice sessions in the 

selected venue and with the audio-visual equipment to be used in the presentation. 

8. The liaison will attend the course (or assign a substitute liaison) to help with handouts, to 

take attendance if necessary, to introduce the speaker, to assist guest speakers, to 

troubleshoot any problems that arise, and to note the class’s reactions to the presentation. 

9. The liaison will see that thank-you notes are sent to speakers and venue providers, if 

appropriate, and may arrange for the presenter/coordinator to be taken to a post-

presentation lunch. 
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